We prove the following conjecture of Bill Jackson ( J. London Math. Soc. (2) 21 (1980) p. 391).
Introduction
In this paper a graph may have multiple edges, but no loops. A graph is simple if it has no multiple edges. A circuit in a graph G is a connected 2-regular subgraph of G. A circuit C in G is removable if G ? E(C) is 2-connected. A Petersen minor of a graph G is a minor of G which is isomorphic with Petersen's graph. A graph is called eulerian if all its vertices have even degree.
The study of removable circuits in a graph seems to have been initiated by A. Hobbs 6] , who asked whether every 2-connected eulerian graph with minimum degree at least 4 contains a removable circuit. The answer to this question is no, as was rst realized by N. Robertson 11] , and later, independently, by B. Jackson 7] . Their counterexample is depicted in Figure 1 . The fact that the counterexample in Figure 1 contains multiple edges, was shown to be unavoidable by the following result.
Theorem ( Jackson 7])
Let G be a 2-connected simple graph with minimum degree k 4 and let e 2 E(G). Then there exists a removable circuit C in G of length at least k ? 1 and such that e = 2 E(C).
In fact, a similar result for arbitrary connectivity can be derived from an older result of W. Mader 8, Satz 1] . We state only the corollary here.
Theorem ( Mader 8])
Let G be a k-connected simple graph with minimum degree at least k + 2. Then G contains a circuit C such that G ? E(C) is k-connected.
A result with a somewhat di erent avor was obtained by C. Thomassen and B. Toft.
Theorem ( Thomassen & Toft 13])
Let G be a 2-connected simple graph with minimum degree at least 4. Then G contains an induced circuit C such that G ? V (C) is connected and G ? E(C) is 2-connected.
Theorems 1.1{1.3 all show that a 2-connected simple graph with minimum degree at least 4 contains a removable circuit. But the problem remains to nd su cient conditions such that this conclusion holds for nonsimple graphs. Since all known examples of 2-connected graphs with minimum degree at least 4 and containing no removable circuit contain the Petersen graph as a minor, the following conjecture was made in 7].
Conjecture ( Jackson 7] )
Let G be a 2-connected graph with minimum degree at least 4 and containing no Petersen minor. Then G contains a removable circuit.
The special case of Conjecture 1.4 for planar graphs was proved in 3].
Theorem ( Fleischner & Jackson 3] )
Let G be a planar 2-connected graph with minimum degree at least 4. Then G contains a removable circuit.
In this paper we will present a proof of Conjecture 1.4. In fact, we will prove the following stronger result.
Theorem
Let G be a 2-connected graph with minimum degree at least 4 and containing no Petersen minor. Then G contains 2 edge-disjoint removable circuits. Theorem 1.6 follows from an even slightly stronger result, the exact statement of which can be found in Section 3. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we prove a a special case of our main result regarding eulerian graphs containing no Petersen minor. The general case is proved in Section 3. Section 4 contains some general remarks, possible extensions and related open problems.
The eulerian case
The goal of this section is to prove the following result, which is an important step toward the proof of the general theorem.
Theorem
Let G be a 3-connected eulerian graph having no Petersen minor. Then there exist two edgedisjoint removable circuits in G, each having length at least 3.
A circuit decomposition of G is a set of circuits in G whose edge sets partition E(G Thus for any circuit C in L n fC 1 g we have E(C) A or E(C) B. This induces a partition of V (H L ? C 1 ) into two parts such that at most one hyperedge of H L ? C 1 intersects both parts, contradicting that H L ? C 1 is 2-edge connected. Similarly, G ? E(C 2 ) is 2-connected. Thus C 1 ; C 2 2 L are both removable in G.
The following result is a special case of the main result in 1].
Theorem ( Alspach, Goddyn & Zhang 1])
Let G be a 2-connected eulerian graph containing no Petersen minor. Assume further that every edge in G has multiplicity at most 2. Then there exists a circuit decomposition L of G such that every circuit in L has length at least 3.
We now can give the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1 Let G be a 3-connected eulerian graph having no Petersen minor.
First suppose G contains edges of multiplicity at least 3. Since G is 3-connected and eulerian, the end vertices of these edges have degree at least 6. So if we remove two edges from an edge of multiplicity at least 3, the remaining graph is still 3-connected and eulerian. Moreover, a removable circuit in the smaller graph is certainly removable in the original graph. So we can assume that G has only edges of multiplicity 1 or 2. By Theorem 2.4, there exists a circuit decomposition L of G such that every circuit in L has length at least 3. By Lemma 2.3, there are two circuits in L that are removable in G, proving the theorem.
Remark
By applying and extending the ideas used in the proofs of the Claims 1, 2, and 3 in the proof of Theorem 3.1 below, we may replace in Theorem 2.1 the hypothesis that G is 3-connected with the weaker hypothesis that G is 2-connected with minimum degree at least 4.
The general case
In order to eliminate the minimum degree condition in Theorem 1.6, we extend slightly the de nition of a removable circuit; a circuit C in G is removable if G ? E(C) is the union of a 2-connected graph with a ( possibly empty ) set of isolated vertices. A digon is a circuit of length two. A digon C in G is lonely if exactly two edges in G join the two vertices of C. A circuit is good in G if it is removable in G and not a lonely digon.
The following result immediately implies Theorem 1.6.
Theorem
Let G be a 2-connected graph di erent from a circuit and having no Petersen minor. Suppose G has exactly k 2 f0; 1g vertices of degree 3. Then there exist 2 ? k edge-disjoint good circuits in G.
We denote by d G (v) the degree of a vertex v in graph G, and denote by v i (G) the number of vertices in G having degree i. An edge cut is the set of edges (X) having exactly one end vertex in X, for some X V (G) with 6 = X 6 = V (G); a k-edge cut is an edge cut having cardinality k. Where convenient, we sometimes identify a circuit by its edge set.
Proof of Theorem 3.1 Suppose the theorem is false, and let H be a counterexample for which jE(H)j is minimum.
Claim 1 H has no 2-edge cut.
Proof Suppose that (X 1 ) = fe; fg is a 2-edge cut in H. Since Case 1 : C contains a vertex w with d H (w) 5. Let P be a u; w-path in C and assume that w has been chosen such that every vertex in V (P) n fu; wg has degree 4 in H. Since C is removable in H ? e, and therefore removable in H, the graph H 0 = H ? E(P) is 2-connected and satis es the hypothesis of the theorem with v 3 (H 0 ) = v 3 (H) ? 1 = 0. By the minimality of H, H 0 contains two edge-disjoint good circuits. Since d H 0(u) = 2, one of these two circuits, say C 1 , does not contain u. One easily checks that C 1 is a good circuit in H.
Case 2 : Every vertex in V (C) n fug has degree 4 in H. Let f = ux be an edge of C incident with u and let P be the path C ? f. Again the graph H 0 = H ? E(P) satis es the hypothesis of the theorem, but now v 3 (H 0 ) = v 3 (H) = 1. By the minimality of H, H 0 has a good circuit C 1 . Since d H 0 (x) = 3 and d H 0 (u) = 2, C 1 does not contain x and therefore C 1 does not contain u. This implies that C 1 is a good circuit in H. 5 . Let P be a v; w-path in C and assume that all vertices in V (P) n fv; wg have degree 4 in H. Since C is removable in H, the graph H 0 = H ? E(P) satis es the hypothesis of the theorem with v 3 (H 0 ) = v 3 (H) = 0. By the minimality of H, H 0 has two edge-disjoint good circuits, and these two circuits are also edge-disjoint and good in H.
Case 2 : C contains exactly one vertex w with d H (w) 5. Let e = wv be an edge of C incident with w and let P = C ? e. Then H ? E(P) satis es the hypothesis of the theorem with v 3 (H 0 ) = v 3 (H) + 1 = 1. Thus H 0 contains a good circuit C 0 , and this circuit is also good in H. Since d H 0 (v) = 3, C 0 does not contain e, and so C 0 is edge disjoint from C. Hence C and C 0 are edge-disjoint good circuits in H.
Case 3 : All vertices in C have degree 4 in H. Let H 0 = H ?E(C). Since C is removable in H, H 0 is 2-connected and satis es the hypothesis with v 3 (H 0 ) = v 3 (H) = 0. Thus H 0 has two edge-disjoint good circuits C 1 ; C 2 . We claim that one of these is removable, and hence good in H. As C 1 , C 2 and C are edge-disjoint in H, and d H (v) = 4 for each v 2 V (H), each vertex in C is belongs to at most one of C 1 ; C 2 . Since C is not a lonely digon, Claim 5 implies that C has length at least 3. Therefore either C 1 or C 2 , say C 1 , satis es jV (C) n V (C 1 )j d 1 2 jV (C)je 2. Thus there are at least two distinct vertices in C which belong to the non-trivial 2-connected component of H 0 ?E(C 1 ). It follows that H ? E(C 1 ) has exactly one non-trivial component, and this component is 2-connected. Thus C 1 is removable in H as claimed, and C; C 1 are edge-disjoint good circuits in H.
In each case we have contradicted H being a counterexample, and Claim 8 is proved. 2
The theorem now follows immediately from Claims 3 and 8 and Theorem 2.1.
Remarks
This section contains some relevant examples, conjectures and extensions.
Some examples
The connectivity requirement in Lemma 2.3 is necessary. For example, the graph of Figure 2 has four distinct circuit decompositions into circuits of length at least three. In each of these u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u Figure 2 A 2-connected graph containing circuit decompositions in which every circuit has length at least 3, but containing no removable circuit of length at least 3. decompositions L, the hypergraph H L is a circuit with multiple edges so no circuit in L is removable. In fact, the graph has no removable circuits at all except for lonely digons. Conversely, Figure 3 depicts an eulerian graph which has a removable circuit of length at least three, even though every circuit decomposition must use a lonely digon.
If G is a graph having no good circuit ( in the sense of Theorem 3.1), then we may obtain a graph having no removable circuit at all by replacing all lonely digons with two lonely digons which are \in series", in the manner of the graph of Figure 1 . An alternative view is to replace each lonely digon in G with an edge of weight 2. This raises a more general problem.
Problem
Which 2-connected edge-weighted graphs (G; p), p : E ! f1; 2; : : :g, have a circuit C such that G ? (E(C) \ p ?1 (1)) is 2-connected ? u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u Figure 3 A 2-connected graph containing no circuit decomposition in which all circuits have length at least 3, but containing a removable circuit ( shown in bold ) of length at least 3.
A faithful circuit cover of an edge-weighted graph (G; p) is a list of circuits such that each e 2 E(G) is in exactly p(e) of the circuits in the list. A strengthened form of Lemma 2.3 holds here. We omit the proof as it is similar to that of Lemma 2.3, with regard to Remark 2.5, and using the more general statement of Theorem 2.4 found in 1].
Lemma
Suppose (G; p) has a faithful circuit cover, where G is 2-connected and has no Petersen minor. Then (G; p) has a faithful circuit cover (C 1 ; C 2 ; : : :; C k ) such that, for each i = 1; 2; : : :; k, C 1 C 2 C i is a 2-connected subgraph of G.
This result cannot be extended to graphs which have Petersen minors, as demonstrated by the graph of Figure 4 . However, it could be the case that the conclusion holds true for all 3-connected weighted graphs (G; p) which have a faithful circuit cover.
Petersen Conjectures
We denote by P the 4-regular multigraph obtained from Petersen's graph by duplicating each of the ve edges in one of its 1-factors. It is clear that P plays a central role in the examples in the previous subsection. This observation and a lack of counterexamples tempt us to venture the following. 
Conjecture
If G is a 3-connected graph with minimum degree at least 4 and G has no removable circuit di erent from a lonely digon, then G is isomorphic to P or may be obtained from copies of P via repeated applications of the graph composition operation depicted in Figure 5 . 
Complexity
Determining whether a graph contains a Petersen minor can be done in polynomial time 12], so there exists a polynomial time algorithm to decide whether a given graph satis es the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1. By our results we know that such a graph contains a removable circuit. On the other hand, the complexity of the following problem is unknown.
(P1) Given a 2-connected graph G with minimum degree at least 4 and containing no Petersen minor, nd a circuit C such that G ? E(C) is 2-connected. This is in contrast to the published proofs of Theorems 1.1, 1.3 and 1.5, all of which translate to polynomial time algorithms for nding removable circuits.
It is the application of Theorem 2.4 which hinders a conversion of the proof of Theorem 3.1 into a polynomial algorithm for (P1). More precisely, the proof of Theorem 3.1 entails a polynomial reduction of (P1) to the following construction problem for Theorem 2.4.
(P2) Given a 3-connected 4-regular graph G containing no Petersen minor, nd a decomposition of G into circuits of length at least 3.
However, (P2) is of unknown complexity 1]. Circumventing this problem appears to require a completely di erent proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Problem
Let G be a 2-connected, 3-edge connected graph with girth at least 4. Does G contain a bond B such that G = B is 2-connected ?
The answer to Problem 4.6 ( and Problem 4.5 ) is \no" in general. The following counterexample, due to M. Lemos, was communicated to us by J. Oxley in December, 1995. Let H be the complete bipartite graph with vertex partition (X 1 ; X 2 ) where jX 1 j = jX 2 j = 5. For i = 1; 2 and for each 3-subset S X i , we add to H two new vertices x S ; y S , and add a new edge joining each of the six pairs in fx S ; y S g S. Contracting any bond in the resulting graph results in a graph which is not 2-connected.
Extending the main result of this paper to matroids entails removing the word \simple" from Problem 4.5, and removing the requirement \3-edge connected" from Problem 4.6. Here, there is a much smaller cographic counterexample which seems to play a role analogous to that played by the graph P in the graphic case.
Let B be a bond of cardinality six in K 5 , and let G be the graph obtained from K 5 by duplicating each edge in E(K 5 ) ? B and then subdividing both edges of each resulting digon exactly once. Then G is 2-connected with girth at least 4, but contracting any bond of G leaves a graph which is not 2-connected.
This example inspires the following.
Conjecture
Let G be a 2-connected graph with girth at least 4 and having no minor isomorphic with K 5 . Then G contains a bond B such that G = B is 2-connected.
More generally, we ask the following.
Question
What is the largest minor-closed class of matroids such that every connected matroid M in this class having cogirth at least 4 has a circuit C such that M n C is connected ?
There is a construction similar to the one preceding Conjecture 4.7 which involves the dual Fano F 7 ( this time B is a cocircuit of size 4 and we perform a series and parallel extension on the elements of F 7 ?B ). Also, the uniform matroid U 2;5 has no removable circuit. This suggests that M (K 5 ), F 7 , U 2;5 and Petersen's graph should be excluded minors for Question 4.8. This list appears to be related to the list of excluded minors for binary matroids having the \circuit cover property" as given in 4].
The \dual" problems, obtained by replacing \circuit" with \cocircuit" in Problems 4.5 and 4.8, appear to have a completely di erent quality. For example, P. Seymour ( see 9,
Lemma 6] ) has shown that a connected binary matroid M of girth and cogirth at least 3 has a cocircuit B such that M n B is connected.
